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ing part in Spin Classes! 

 Follow our Facebook page! 

Workout Program of the Month by Jack Connolly 
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Benefits of Spin Classes 

Improve cardiovascular health 

Progress at your own pace 

Enjoy an effective workout 

Achieve toned, shapely legs 

Lower your body's workout 

breaking point 

Get a great abdominal workout 

 

Spinning comes from the road and incorporates many of the 

same principles and positions that cyclists use to create effi-

ciency and power on the bike. If you wouldn’t do it out on the 

road, chances are that you shouldn’t do it in a spinning class. 

Spin Instructor James Pearson gives us some  top tips for an 

effective class: 

 

“If you’re relying on the handlebars to lift yourself in and out of the saddle during jumps, you 

may not have enough resistance on the bike or may not be engaging your core. The handle-

bars can help you balance, but it’s your legs and core that will get you smoothly in and out of 

the saddle. If you’re having trouble with jumps, try adding a bit more resistance and engaging 

your core. 

 

If you’re bouncing in the saddle, chances are that you’re pedaling too fast or don’t have 

enough resistance on the bike. Staying “connected” to the bike means keeping your hips level 

and your bum firmly planted in the saddle. 

 

If you’re resting your elbows on the handlebars, then your weight shifts forward on the bike, 

which robs power away from your legs. It can also put unnecessary strain on your back. Re-

member to rest your hands in hand position 1 or 2 to shift your weight back over your legs. 

 

Most importantly, it’s your ride and it’s up to you to ride at a cadence and intensity that’s 

challenging yet comfortable. If you feel like you’re pushing too hard, slow down, relax and 

work on feeling great for your next ride.” 

“An intense indoor cycling session to music in a class atmosphere.” 

Spin Class 

James’ top tips on how to get the 

most out of your Spin workout 

What  is spinning? 

An intense indoor cycling session to music in 

a class atmosphere. Expect to sit tight for 30 

to 45 minute sessions, which can burn 

350—650 calories.  

The intensity varies throughout the class, 

thanks to changing up the body position, 

pedal speed, and resistance. The instructor 

will yell out instructions to imitate a real ride 

of climbs, sprints, and coasts, whilst the 

bikes track progress throughout the class 

On Spinner® bikes, riders experience a 

challenging, exhilarating and fun workout. 

Knowledgeable and inspiring  certified spin-

ning instructors ensure riders enjoy the 

journey. 

When can  I do a spin class at Bromsgrove 

School? 

Monday – 17:45 (Spinning Express)  

Tuesday – 20:15   

Wednesday – 20:00 (Spinning Express) 

Friday – 18:30 

Saturday – 09:00 

Price: Included in direct debit fee or £4.70 

with a casual membership  
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Smoothie of the Month 

Blueberry-Almond Smoothie -  

a great  way to increase your 

intake of antioxidants and 

protein, for a healthy treat  or 

a boost after your work out! 

 

Ingredients: 

 

1 cup blueberries, plus more for 

garnish 

2 tablespoons roasted, salted 

almonds or almond butter 

1 tablespoon honey/agave nectar 

3/4 cup ice cubes 

1/4 cup unsweetened almond 

milk 

 

Relaxation Corner 

Yoga instructor Maggie Busfield gives us this month’s top three yoga moves for the   

ultimate relaxation experience: 

“When considering relaxation the three postures that spring to mind are easily ac-

cessible to most people. One of the most important elements of relaxation is to feel 

comfortable and in order to ensure this, the positions should be easily achievable. 

Not all positions are created equal, as some are more effective at relieving tension 

and obtaining restfulness than others. 

 

1. The first most recognizable posture is SAVASANA (corpse posture).  

Basically a supine posture it requires the participant to lie prone on a mat with legs 

hip width apart, palms facing up, eyes closed and concentration brought to the 

breathing. Deep abdominal breaths should be taken in and out through the nose 

only. Concentrating and focusing on breathing induces a relaxed state’. The object 

is to allow oneself to ‘let go’ and melt into the mat with each breath. The position 

requires no muscular effort and holding any posture for a while in complete still-

ness has a quietening effect on the mind. This posture puts the body completely at 

ease and emphasizes total relaxation by slowing the heart and pulse rates. It helps 

to develop body and mind awareness. Most Yoga practises end with several 

minutes spent in Savasana. 
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2. Another iconic posture which is often visited throughout a yoga practise is BALASANA (child's pose).  

 

Starting from a kneeling position, stretch the arms forward along the mat while resting the tailbone down towards 

the feet. This is one of the key poses you can come to in the middle of a class if desired. This calming resting pos-

ture helps to induce calm and quieten the mind while gently stretching the back. Learning to use it wisely is part of 

your developing practise where you listen to your body and what it tells you, i.e. when to rest.  

 

3. My final choice of posture for relaxation is UTTANASANA (standing forward bend).  

 

This is often used as a transition between postures. Not only does this posture stretch the hamstrings, thighs and 

hips, it is also associated with relieving stress, fatigue and mild depression. As the head is positioned below the 

heart, blood circulation is increased in the head. This gives a rush of energizing oxygen, thus rejuvenating the body. 

Begin standing upright hands on hips, keeping eye gaze ahead, hinge from hips and fold forward. Bring weight into 

front toes and allow body to hang. The weight of the body will allow further extension. 

 

These three postures are just a few examples of the many poses available to everyone in order to achieve relaxa-

tion. The simple act of combining mental and physical exercise focuses the mind to eliminate distractions.  

Remember, effective relaxation restores a person’s ability to cope with life’s daily hassles and stresses.” 
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Are you following our  

Facebook page? 

Like our Facebook page 

@bromsgrovesportscentre for 

regular updates, including 

new workout programs and 

exclusive offers  in addition to 

important onsite information  

regarding our swimming     

academy, gym facilities and 

car park. 

Astro Turf Availability 

 

Monday:  
7-8pm  

8-9pm 

 

Tuesday:  
7-8pm 

8-9pm 

 

Wednesday:  
6-7pm (Under 10’s) 

 

Thursday:  
7-8pm 

8-9pm 

 

Friday:  
7-8pm 

8-9pm 

 

 

 

 

Off Peak Offer: 
 

£20.00 per hour for the Wednesday 6-7  

session and Friday, Saturday and Sunday 

sessions.  

 

Early Booking Offer: 
 

‘Book for next year now and get it at this 

year’s price (£28.34 per hour). Need to book 

by December 23rd 2016 and the booking 

needs to be for 10 weeks or more for this to 

apply.  

 

Contact the Sports Facilities Coordinator for 

more details: sports@bromsgrove-

school.co.uk or 01527 572129  
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BSSA Lesson Cancellations for November 

Wednesday 9th November— 17:00 and 17:30 sessions 

Saturday 12th November -  All morning sessions (AM) 

Sunday 13th November -  All sessions (AM and PM) 

Wednesday 16th November— 17:00 and 17:30 sessions 

Wednesday 30th November— 17:00 and 17:30 sessions 

Exercise Class Timetable Changes 

  
Twenty 20 : Tuesday 08:15 (45 mins) 

 

Body Blast Express: Wednesday 08:30 (30 mins)  

 

Pilates with Dawn McKee : Wednesday 09:00  (60 mins) 

 

Core Express with Tina Ellis: Wednesday 20:00 (30 mins)   
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